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The means to deliver children’s literature were delivered to the public first by the British, in the 

form of juvenile literature. Leveraging a conjunction of fortuitous circumstances including a new 

mindset, legislations and positive encouragement from demographic trends, the British children’s 

literature registered an explosive growth. A missionary zeal to introduce the benefits of the 

modern techno- scientific civilization to the 'natives', as well as the need to produce legions of 

English- literate clerks, impelled the publishing industry in the English language. Envisioned to 

mimic the mother country's path, Indian publishing industry for children's literature quickly 

hewed a singular path and became a handmaiden of nationalism and   guided by state concerns 

when India became independent. (Navin Menon, 1999) 

 

Before tracing the evolution of Indian Children’s Literature, it would be instructive to track the 

origins and growth of the English publishing industry in Britain.   While the birth or even the 

definition of the early children's literature is open to discussion, its various stages are hardly in 

dispute. The Victorian age marked a watershed as it published an astonishing number of books 

and periodicals meant for children. The numbers became  overwhelming near the end of the 

nineteenth century as  the Education Act 1870  added an army of eager readers-and their parents 

by making  elementary education compulsory for all children  in England and Wales. (Nikolajeva, 

2001)Subsequent legislations like   1872 Education Act in Scotland and the Act in 1876 

accomplished even more by   making attendance compulsory.  

 

The multiple Education Acts provided a real and dramatic impetus to specialized publishing for 

children as it had legislatively engendered   legions of first time, ready to devour anything that 

provided information, knowledge or even entertainment. By making it relevant, cheap and 

accessibly the Publishers could capture and expand   this new market with alacrity. The 

established publishing behemoths like Longman, Macmillan, Griffith and Farran, Routledge and 

Nelson had set up separate young literature division and were quickly followed by Blackie, 

Cassell, Hodder and Stoughton and Sampson Low. (Julia Mickenberg, 2006) 
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The 1880's brought unprecedented success for the children’s literature as it overtook the numbers 

produced for the adults market.  A massive explosion in the children's books was reported by   the 

Publishers' Circular, (the major journal of the book trade) from 1870s to the 1880s exemplified 

in titles increasing from 217 in 1875 to 987 in 1882. Interestingly, there is an inverse ratio of the 

growth of children's literature to that of the adults- as the former almost doubles the latter 

declines by   over 100 in the period between 1875 to 1876. Similarly in 1880, the number of 

children’s books rises sharply to 719 but books for the grownups adult   falls precipitously to 580.   

In 1884 however, the swing is reversed and while number of children’s books declines, the books 

for the grownups rises. (Nikolajeva, 2001) It also shows that the two categories consistently 

influence and affect each other.  

 

The Education Acts perhaps, unintendedly, transformed the reading habits of children into 

assumed an organized form supported by an institutional entity called the schools that would 

ceaselessly demand ever newer books and create ever newer groups of readers.  Crucially, the 

schools began dictating the choice of reading material for children wrenching it away from being 

parental responsibility and largely controlled by them.  Overturning the earlier pattern, 

compulsory education not only transferred the place of reading from the homes to class rooms but 

took away the right to choose the reading material from   the household.  Another unintended 

consequence was the rigid differentiation between what the girls or boys could read. (Egoff, 

1991)  

 

"Up to the 1870's, there were writers who were identified solely as writers of either boys' or girls' 

books. Among the former were Captain Marryat, Charles Kingsley, R.M. Ballantyne, Michael 

Scott, W.H.G. Kingston; among the latter, Elizabeth Sewell, Hesba Stretton (pseudonym of Sarah 

Smith), Mrs Molesworth, Charlotte Young, Harriet Mozeley (Lerer, 2008). 

 
But the distinction was not yet water tight between the genders. A commonality was ensured as 

economic compulsions ensured that same books were bought for both boys and girls of a given 

household.  Even with books were   meant for one of the genders, it was quite easy to access for 

the other gender. The group, it was not difficult for the other group to have access to them. 

However the segregation or gender specific publishing was extended into other areas through the 

mechanism of prizes or 'reward' books   in recreational reading. (Nikolajeva, 2001) These prizes 

began to be awarded, even by the London School Board that strengthened the segregation being 

institutionalized by the   library system that soon followed. 
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The segregation proved to be a catalyst for the publishing industry as   various publishing houses 

quickly jumped in to fulfill the demand for suitable reward books suitably targeting each at the 

specific target audience.  Blackie’s and Son, for instance came out with `Blackie's School and 

Home Library' that became widely read.  

 

As Agnes Blackie writes:  

Between school books and 'juvenile literature', there is an obvious connecting link. The trade 

name 'Rewards' gives the tale away Victorian schools—and Sunday schools—were great prize-

givers, so that the Education Act ... automatically multiplied the demand for 'reward' books. 

From education publishing to rewards' was a natural line of progression which it only took three 

years for Blackie & Son to follow. (Hunt, 2007) 

 

Children’s fiction inevitably occupied a prominent position on the library lists. J.S. Bratton has 

commented that “during 1877-78: Of the 600 or so titles from which libraries of 200 were to be 

chosen for a school the majority were fiction, headed by ordinary Rewards (11 by A.L.O.E, 9 by 

Hesba Stretton) and adventures (31 Ballantynes, 13 Marryats, 11 Mayne Reids, 9 by Kingston; 

the predominance of Ballantynes is partly because he had offered the board a special deal if they 

bought direct from him in bulk).... The spreading of the net continued in the next prize selections, 

which included Hesba Stretton's In Prison and Out, Silas Marner, Tennyson and Mrs 

Molesworth's Carrots and The Cuckoo Clock: these last were so popular that a stock of 2,000 

copies was used up within a year and had to be reordered. (Meigs, 1953) 

  

The year 1879 solidified the stratification with the first issue of the Boys' Own Paper (BOP)   

followed by The Girl's Own Paper (henceforth referred to as GOP) in 1880. Some of these were 

vilified for being harmful to the impressionable minds and even as agents of inciting   children to 

lives of crimes. These developments could be seen as a reaction to the enormous body of "trash & 

harmful literature' swamping the market and their support from the Tracts Society strengthened 

their credentials of being morally proper. (Horne, 1965) 

 

Another in advertent result was the return of children reading back to home. The magazines could 

be - and were mostly read at home in contrast to school or library readings of the text books. The 

periodical for children opened an alternative to books especially as it was approved and backed 
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by proper moral stamp. Moreover,   magazines like BOP and the GOP created universal literature 

- to be enjoyed, read together, discussed and relished by both genders.  

  

The market and the publishing industry for the British children’s literature saw a steady growth 

curve from here on, and were responsible for such inimitable classics like Alice books, mystery 

stories from Enid Blyton, fairy and folk tales and a spectrum of eminently likable works. Till 

independence Indian writing for children remained frozen in the Victorian era, reflecting the 

Indian imbibing   of Western culture. Overtly didactic, covertly prescriptive   was the order of the 

day as the   adults were impelled by an overwhelming concern to improve their children’s minds. 

The independence freed the writers from the shackles of formalism and style and a   backlash of 

values ensued which became the guiding light for the later writer. (M. O. Grenby, 2009) 

However, to   succeed in achieving their purpose, they needed firm support from the state that 

was on its own searching for a new idiom for the children born after independence. The intent 

was to create nationalistic fervor in the children that would become one of the motive forces in 

building a strong nation in the future. (Meigs, 1953) 

 

As the English language was indigenized, it began acquiring an Indian character and was again 

dependent on the compulsion from    school students’ needs. Like in Britain, a series of state 

initiatives propelled the growth of the Indian children's literature in English. For instance S. 

Radhakrishnan's Report of the University Education Commission (1950) emphasized the crucial 

role of English in India and   observed   that "English be studied in High schools and in the 

universities in order that we may keep in touch with the living stream of our growing knowledge." 

(Navin Menon, 1999 ) The introduction of the three language formula provided a critical fillip 

once   the National policy on Education, decided that "the world knowledge was growing at a 

tremendous pace. India should also make her own significant contribution to it. For this purpose, 

study of English deserves to he specifically strengthened". (Contemporary English-Language 

Indian Children’s Literature: Representations, 2011) 

 

Through tumultuous times when the value of English as even a link language was questioned, and 

was just left short of being scrapped, the creative as well as the functional use of English as a pan-

Indian link-language established itself in the post-Independent years. As the English language 

became an integral part of the academic curriculum, a growing educational publishing setup for 

children, fostered by the governmental initiatives took shape. Nehru’s vision of English as the 

mother link language fructified as STATE organizations such as the National Book Trust, the 
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NCERT, and the Children's Book Trust took shape under direct and indirect aegis of 

governmental control. (Navin Menon, 1999 ) 

 

THE VISION OF NATIONALISM- NATIONAL BOOK TRUST (NBT) 

In 1957, Jawaharlal Nehru, fired by a vision of a truly democratic and cultured society 

engendered through a bottomless well of   knowledge, envisaged the National Book Trust of 

India. It assumed the responsibility and "the onus of inculcating the book reading habit"6 among 

the children of the country.  Significantly, the NBT was conceived as an autonomous organization 

but under the Ministry of Human Resources Development.   (Contemporary English-Language 

Indian Children’s Literature: Representations, 2011) 

 

In the beginning, the NBT's    published for    non specific target audience, but books specifically 

for children began to be focused on   from 1969 onwards. Their objectives reflected   the 

Nehruvian blue print and were, to "help the child to see the world through Indian eyes".  (Dhar, 

1970) A stated aim was to promote national integration, and translations in many Indian 

languages ensued rapidly. The prices were - and till date are-kept deliberately low so as to ensure   

accessibility to a wider segment of the reading public- though the production values can be 

questioned. (Navin Menon, 1999)  

 

The emphasis on indigenization that ultimately laid the foundation for the entire industry was in 

evidence throughout. In 1985, NBT launched the ambitious project of books for pre-school 

children - perhaps reflecting the Soviet influence- under which the “Nehru Bal Pustakalya” series 

and "Aadan Pradan" series were brought out - promoted   the literary works of Indian authors 

often in  regional  languages as well as in the translated version of other languages . Suitable 

reading for the age groups 6-8 and 12-14 age groups, the books were neatly categorized by the 

publishers themselves. For instance, books like „The Balloon and Name the Animal‟ were for the 

very young, and were driven by illustrations with no text.   

 

The child was given an immersive atmosphere, almost prodded   to make up own story, with or 

without parental guidance.  The Children's Book Series expanded to include “The India series”. 

(Dhar, 1970) In general, NBT in its heyday NBT was successful in keeping alive the rich tradition 

of India by acting as a magnet for such    supreme artistic talents   like Pulak Biswas and Mickey 

Patel, to render Indian stories in Indian idiom - often in pictorial terms. 
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The old mode of commissioning books has died out and now NBT as there is an unending flow of 

books. NBT's books always attain a level of popularity as they follow  an entertainment format 

and are authored by eminent writers- for instance -  Maharaja Ranjit Singh, translated by 

Khushwant Singh, describes a specific period in history with authentic simplicity. Eminent Indian 

novelist Mulk Raj Anand relates the story of Indian painting in Chitralakshna, aimed at older 

groups.  The textbook format and presentation   however, sometimes, deters the young readers. 

(Contemporary English-Language Indian Children’s Literature: Representations, 2011). Stories 

by famous writers abound in translations -as for example, Etoa Munda by Mahasveta Devi, 

transcreated   from the original Bengal by Meenakshi Mukerji, which describes the life of the 

tribals, their customs and traditions. As a rule, most of NBT's publications are priced at less than 

Rs. 50 as they have the advantage of a large print run (about 45,000), as well as the fact that they 

publish in all the regional languages. Today NET does 5000 copies each of its English and Hindi 

titles. (Navin Menon, 1999 )The books published by GET and NBT sell, because of their modest 

price and their countrywide distribution network. 

 

However, Mala Dayal of the NBT opined that no one can say that enough is being done for 

children's reading but then that typifies the Indian book scene in genera1. (Dayal, 2002) 

 

NBT's position in the translated books category remains supreme as the authors are usually 

authorities on the subject while the translators who work on in regional languages are made to 

adhere to the original text, page and the illustration as closely as possible.  Snakes Around Us by 

Rom Whittaker and Peak to Peak by Gian Singh on mountains are fine examples as the authors 

are universally. Anita Desai’s Village by the Sea and R.K. Narayan's Swami and Friends are 

children’s classics and enhance the stature of their authors and are equally popular when 

translated into Assamese, Gujarati, Tamil, Bengali and Telugu. (Navin Menon, 1999). Alongside 

books of information, NBT has made itself important even in this information and 

communication age of the Internet downloads by opening up  potential market in the ethnic 

population living in U.K. , USA and diaspora in other parts of  the world by publishing  a wide 

variety of books and  displaying these in    the international book fairs  around the world . 

 

SPEAKING THE MOLLYDOCKLE: THE OUT REACH TO THE DISADVANTAGED  

NBT has been at the vanguard of the campaign by to spread literacy through children’s literature. 

NBT mobile vans facilitate the process in   myriad   ways as children in rural and tribal area 
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swoop for   "a book for a rupee." According to Anand, "sleekly produced books have little 

meaning for these children and books are meant to be torn and tattered and loved to death."  

NBT has also time again extended the programme by for example launching a reading 

programme in Rajasthan   for children in collaboration with Lok Jumbish Parishad . (Dhar, 1970) 

 

EDUCATING THE SCHOOLED- THE NATIONAL COUNCIL OF EDUCATIONAL 

RESEARCH AND TRAINING 

 

Set up with the same admirable objectives as NBT to improve the existing reading habit amongst 

children, The National Council of Educational Research and Training (NCERT) has become the 

ubiquitous publisher of textbooks through the entire school span. Establishing impeccable quality 

standards and incorporating the out puts of the best minds, NCERT has been at the forefront of a 

standardized curricula that uplifts the entire nation through education information and knowledge. 

(Navin Menon, 1999 ) 

 

Its multidisciplinary project called 'Reading to Learn' in the early  80's focused on developing the 

ability intelligent reading and nourishing the   imagination through the reading kits prepared. The 

course materials, i.e., syllabuses, textbooks and ancillary materials provided the launching pad 

and through the years, it has done a yeoman's service in standardizing education throughout the 

country and raising the levels of knowledge with constant revisions. (Contemporary English-

Language Indian Children’s Literature: Representations , 2011) 

 

Now, NCERT textbooks and supplementary readers are consciously aimed at accessibility 

through nominal prices and are mostly subsidized. Others of general inculcate reading habit and 

are   published in three categories: primary school levels (between 9 to 11 years with plenty of 

illustrations and limited texts), the 11 to 14 years age group focuses on in-depth stories of varied 

interest, including legends and classics and folktales all contemporized . (Navin Menon, 1999 ) 

The  books for the 16 to 18 year age slot can be categorized as being on the cusp of serious 

literature. 

 

Pratibha Nath's A String of Camels (1987) and Why is Fatty Happy (1987) by S.K.Ram, are 

sterling examples of what the NCERT can do even with limited resources.Its other major  foray is 

in the various book fairs which publicizes  its  textbook expertise too. 
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Vijaya Ghosh, writer and critic of children's books, remarks “NCERT is certainly one 

organization that sells. (Srinivasan, 1998)Harnessing the power of technology, NCERT also 

regularly releases audio cassettes and educational CD’s & DVD’s. 

 

THE CHILDREN FOCUS:  CHILDREN'S BOOK TRUST 

 

Founded in 1957 by K. Shankar Pillar, the celebrated cartoonist ,the Children's Book Trust   was  

the pioneer publishing houses in India,  and focuses on  promoting "well written, well-illustrated 

and well- designed books for children".  Producing impeccable editions covering the entire gamut 

of children's interests including fiction, non-fiction, folklore, fantasy, adventure, history, heritage, 

culture, science fiction, natural history, humor, its forte has always been very attractive picture-

books. Incorporating founder Shankar’s   approach to children, the CBT has nourished children's 

desire for reading beyond textbook material. (Dhar, 1970)The attention towards technology and 

information has kept    CBT's works updated. 

 

Apart from over 600 titles, CBT has published titles in English and Hindi, as well as in other 

Indian languages such as Gujarati, Assamese, Tamil, Telugu, Marathi, Malayalam and Kannada. 

Its  competition for writers of children's books since 1970's has unearthed writers that are 

internationally  published and read   in Austria, Denmark, France, Indonesia, Japan, Poland, 

United States and Russia.  A wide accessibility is ensured through   low pricing and its high 

quality production values have always attracted readers - young and old. 

 In 1987, it gave a fillip to authors in the national language by introducing a competition for 

writers of children's books in Hindi. Moreover, the CBT is active in propounding on issues like 

gender equality and environment. (Srinivasan, 1998) 

 

Sanchita Sharma in her "Growing Pains have commented: "The print run of each book tells its 

success story. CBT publishes 10,000 copies of each book and it prints or has running stock of 

100-125 titles at any given moment."  (Contemporary English-Language Indian Children’s 

Literature: Representations , 2011) 

 

CBT has been at the forefront of efforts to seed, nurture and nourish   children’s literature through 

comprehensive Bibliography of all the books .It directly publishes Children's World an illustrated 

magazine for children in English   in which children get a platform to express themselves as   half 

of this magazine is authored by them. Not surprisingly in this digital age, it is moving towards the 
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comics as its mainstay. There is also a column called "Book News," where children discover for 

themselves new and good books. The CBT represents writers and illustrators for children's books 

through the Association of Writers and Illustrators for Children (AWIC), under its aegis. AWIC 

also brings out a quarterly magazine called Writer and Illustrator with research-oriented articles 

to professionalize the craft. (Dhar, 1970) 

 

SPREADING THE POPULARITY - EARLY DAYS 

It was actually India Book House (IBH) however that began the era English fiction in India for 

children with the "Echo" and the "Cheetah" series.   It began to set the standard for both fiction 

and non-fiction with children's magazines like the Target. The real breakthrough came with Amar 

Chitra Katha and Chaturanga Katha, ironically using material from Indian Classics in the 

English language as well as Let Us Know India in twenty four volumes .Religion and mythology 

were always the mainstay for Indians and   by publishing  pictorial series,  IBH brought about a 

revolution in English  literature in India for children. (Sharada Nāyak, 1978) 

 

Animal lore, adventure, mythology and historical tales  quickly became significant and  appeared 

in a deluge  by well- known writers like Ruskin Bond (A Flight of Pigeons), Margaret Bhatty, 

Pratap Sharma and Shashi Deshpande. Innovations like the "Chimpu" as a well- graded sequence   

formatted for various age groups from children in pre-primary and primary classes enhanced its 

popularity.   Others that set the tone and popularity of   IBH included the Tehama, The Baby 

Elephant books written by Kamala Layman. (Srinivasan, 1998) 

 

The production values -and the popularity - witnessed a quantum leap when writers like 

Jacqueline Singh, Tara Ali Big and Ruskin Bond began authoring high quality books with world 

class editing and with illustrations. The ascent however stopped abruptly as marketing problems, 

imported books and distribution difficulties stopped IBH in its tracks. Sterling Publishers claimed 

the vanguard status in reviving the folklore genres and later claimed that theirs "was the first 

attempt to compile the colorful fascinating folk-tales of the country". (Sinha, 2001 ) Their series 

of folk-tales consists of twenty one books (covering all the states of India) and a series of the 

"Folk-tales of the World" focusing on the folklore of the neighboring countries such as Thailand, 

Burma, Indonesia and Mauritius remain a standout.   

 

In the late seventies, Vikas, Roli Books International and Thomson Press took over the mantle of 

producing high quality production of children's books. While Penguin Books India, Ratnasagar, 
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Rupa and Harper Collins, have joined the efforts, some regional publishers have been at the 

forefront of spreading the genre far and wide. (Srinivasan, 1998). 

 
Ratnasagar diversified   textbook publishing to books for children and their picture books - 

"Sishu" are a delight. The simply understood concept tales edited by Manorama Jafa, adorned 

with Mrinal Mitra's illustrations are a visual delight and engross the children. However, these 

books were marred by “flimsy binding for the young readers they are meant to serve, and might 

give the wrong message to youngsters, that books once read are meant to be thrown away. Books 

are reasonably priced— Rs. 15 buys a 14 page picture-book from this series." (Dhar, 1970) 

 

Books for older children are also catered too with mainly short stories as the attention span has 

shortened through the emergence of new media and mobiles. Cartoons, comics and material 

drawn from magazines such as Children's World and Target are also staples. Another category 

that has zoomed to popularity is science fiction which now neatly incorporates science, 

technology and fantasy especially in works by Dilip Salwi,   a foremost science fiction writer well 

grounded in science and technology while willing to explore its possibilities.   Ratnasagar has 

brought out Salwi's Robots are Coming and Aliens have Landed, which have been well-received 

by the intended target group. Activity books for the very young on the other hand   are 

consistently popular . (Sharada Nāyak, 1978)Jaqueline Singh noted  that the standards of 

production as well as editing are on the rise and the influence of comics , 3D and the newer 

technologies are adding immense value . 

 

Rupa and Co's foray into books for children along with its associate Harper Collins has flourished 

as they have successfully anticipated the need of the Indian market and adopted a reprint strategy 

and expanded its distribution outlets. Some of their well received books include   the Tigu Tales 

by Geetha Dharmarajan; -funny stories peopled by jungle creatures like Kalaa the panther and 

Roz the nilghai romping in a setting well illustrated by A.N. Matthew. Under   'Indus  in 

partnership with Harper Collins, Rupa has launched Swapna Dutta's "Juneli" books - the first 

Indian counterpart to Enid Blyton  ever-popular boarding school stories .This typically British 

genre has been successfully indigenized and placed  in an Indian setting while strictly following 

the norms of a  school story, Dutta has recreated . (Lerer, 2008) 

 

Frank Brothers focus only on the 2 to 5 age group and English language publications - but their 

books are gaining wide popularity due to the quality of their production. Their   activity books are 
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of nearly international standards as symbolized by winning of     awards by Kaju and the Shoe by 

Pratibha Nath .A Bit of Magic, Yellow Mango, and Cheeko and the Green Cap   all impress by 

being original stories, produced with artistry and sophistication, and by being well received in the 

export market as well. (Dayal, 2002) 

 

Penguin Books India always has and India focus and continues to publish relevant books from its 

global portfolio.  Another well known foreign publisher Puffin Books has attained the premier 

position in the niche category of children's paperback books in the 9 to 12 age groups. Bracket 

and Puffin books are to be marketed both in India and abroad. (Srinivasan, 1998)  The production 

values are spectacular and the standards of editing of these books are impressive and well 

accepted in India as well as abroad. 

 

Ruskin Bond's Panther's Moon and Other Stories and the Warning by Sigrun Srivatsava 

published by Puffin notched noteworthy sales. However, it was Romila Thapar's Indian Tales, a 

collection of folk-tales, myths and legends that was a journey to the roots yet contemporized with 

lively language and black-and-white illustrations by Abu.  The success "  proved  once again that 

children readily respond to stylization and that illustration for children need not always be 

realistic". (Contemporary English-Language Indian Children’s Literature: Representations , 

2011) 

 

Penguin India has spread its wings to the large segment of Asian children in U.K. After suitably 

imparting each a non-white flavour. The reverse is also true as special pricing is applicable for 

India. As renowned publishers like Macmillan, Orient Longman and Oxford University Press 

have brought out Indian editions of foreign publications; the market is only expanding and 

enhancing the production values. (Navin Menon, 1999 ) 

 

The Scholastic, the world's largest publisher and distributor of children's books, has enlarged the 

market by introducing dual pricing for its advanced products .The use of advanced   printing 

technologies with high quality paper with good illustrations and at   a reasonable price further 

enlarged the market.  Tata Donnelly has followed the same trend and introduced attractive and 

high quality titles for children with an Indian perspective which is bringing out children's books 

as "a need was felt for ". (Julia Mickenberg, 2006) 
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 However, the fact remains that books for children cater to a small section of the population and is 

yet to make significant inroads in rural areas. The real push in terms of numbers will occur when 

active public and private library systems and the access to books are expanded. Despite these 

snags, the fact remains that publishers have begun to recognize a potential market in the world of 

juvenile readership. (Sinha, 2001 )While publishing certainly delivers products in diverse markets 

at reasonable price points, its translation ensures accessibility, expansion and through taste of the 

relish in own language. 
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